2004 mustang colors

The Cobra was an iconic Mustang that is still a popular collectible to this day. The Terminator.
What some consider the reason that Chevrolet stopped making the Camaro from A forged steel
crank is carried over from the older model years but this Cobra engine also has the addition of
forged Manley H-beam connecting rods. Dished-top pistons and a revision to the aluminum
Cylinder Heads drop the compression ratio to 8. To optimize performance, Ford used a
water-to-air intercooler to condense the induction charge and to keep the temperature as low as
possible. As you can suspect, 60 mph zips by in 4. The manual transmission is a Tremec T 6
Speed variant putting power through 3. The Independent Rear Suspension IRS was also
upgraded with revised upper and lower control arms to handle the large increase in power! This
sports car, if you can even call it that, was not your run of the mill Ford Mustang, It was an is the
Terminator! Ford changed the design from the Cobra seats for with Suede inserts in either
Medium Graphite or Medium Parchment. The 10th Anniversary cars in did have the option for
Red Inserts in the Front and Rear seats, as well as unique Anthracite multi-spoke wheels and a
10th Anniversary SVT Badge on the rear of the decklid. Redesigned specifically for the Cobra
are front and rear fascia. The front features a Smooth Chin Spoiler and front brake ducts next to
larger fog lights. The Rear Bumper was made with a lower Black Insert that split the tailpipes
coming out of the rear. Also, SVT added a new heat-extractor hood with dual functional vents,
special smooth rocker moldings, foldable side mirrors painted to match the body color also
adds to its specific styling. The Rear Spoiler features a LED brake light that is a
ducktail-inspired look instead of the standard wing that is on the and Model Cobras. All of these
combinations resulted in, arguably, the best looking factory-built Ford Mustang SVT Cobra that
ever rolled off of the assembly line! To celebrate 10 years of the SVT Cobra, Ford offered the
limited edition 10th Anniversary Package on a small number of coupes and convertibles. There
were cars built Convertibles and Coupes that featured numerous cosmetic changes that include
a special carbon fiber pattern leather shifter boot and emergency brake handle boot. The car
also had red-painted calipers, 7-Spoke Dark Argent 17x9 wheels, and 10th Anniversary SVT
badges on the floor mats and the rear decklid. ChromaFlair pigments were added to the paint
that helped produce a shift in color from a bright topaz green to cobalt blue, royal purple, and
finally to a deep onyx black. Show More Show Less. Share this article! Compression 8. The
color code can be located in the driver side door jamb. Click here for the Ford paint code
location chart and paint code image example. Hey, very satisfied about the product and the
service, I thank you so much. Their paint worked out so excellent much better than others I tried
cover the years. I want to order more for another job soon. I know it takes awhile to make an
ship but it's worth the ware. I've bought paint products from AutomotiveTouchup for 4 different
projects over the past few years. The color match and quality of the products is always
fantastic. Key to a successful project. I had bought paint from you in two different colors
previously I had no hesitation this time in ordering again from you I just used the paint
yesterday and the match was super! The front bumper on my Mustang Mach 1 was looking
pretty bad. The fading paint and minor scuffs and scratches needed some attention. I ordered
your competition orange touch up paint and the color matched perfectly! Very happy with the
color and quality. I will be ordering some more paint and clear coat to do my rear bumper.
Thanks for the great product. Had some minor damage to my 04 Mustang front bumper,
purchased the paint and polyurethane clear coat and the Silver color match was perfect, after
blending into the factory paint there was absolutely no variation in color. Can't say enough
about your color match quality. Bottom line Great Products!!! My application may be faulty on
occasion, but not their products. Thank you for providing quality paint products. Automotive
Touch Up Paint saved me once again! The paint and clear provided were a great close match,
that helped me cover some scars on my front bumper from tough driveways out here in LA.
Shipped Quickly, well packaged, and definitely very professional. Not sure why people leave
bad reviews on their product, when they do not understand paint. Paint fades over time and
changes in color. I have used your products for both touch-up, and complete paint jobs. I
repaired a fender on a Mustang, which was a metallic red. The match was perfect. I normally
color sand and buff my finishes. This most recent project has turned out better than I expected.
I am NOT a professional painter. My paint booth consists of tarps hung from the ceiling. The
quick flash of both base, and clear really helps keep my work clear of debris. Very affordable.
Fast shipping. Perfect match. Will do again for our other car. Matched my Sonic Blue paint
perfectly. Easy to use. Good value. Was skeptical at first, but after reading other reviews on the
G6 Mystichrome paint for the mustang SVT cobra I am surly satisfied! Only in a way that an
owner of one of these cars would be! Exact match! Looks like new again after touching up areas
I thought would never stay that way. Very pleased with their products and delivery time was fast
and friendly! Don't hesitate buying from these guys! It's worth ever penny! Matter a fact the
color match is so good I'm getting ready to order more to do a few other parts of the car for

accent. Thanks a bunch automotive touchup you've truly saved my car. Received the paint
quickly and it is an exact match. I recommend getting the dabbers if you are new to using touch
paint like I am. I was so pleased with the paint I ordered more for my other Mustangs. The
results were better than I imagined. Every product applied as the video showed. I am very happy
with these products, and I have already suggested this to others, and I now am going to do
some work on another one of my vehicles with your paint processes. Thanks so much! Bill Wolf
Delano, MN. I think it matches my Dark Shadow Grey perfectly. Would definitely buy again.
Perfect match for my 04 mustang. Touched up a few areas and good as New! Very pleased with
your products. I used your white primer, color match Screaming Yellow and clear coat to paint
the passenger side door handle of my Mustang Mach1. It came out great and saved me the cost
of having the repaint done in a paint shop. Color perfect like always. Good stuff The paint was a
perfect match. The customer service was excellent I would highly recommend this Company
and product. Thanks Mike G Cobra. I have Mystichrome color changing paint on my Mustang.
Finding a company that was able to match this paint was a challenge. Automotive Touchup did
a great job of replicating this paint. I have purchased both their spray and bottled paint and
used both with great results. This is now my go to Company for all my Touch up needs. I was
absolutely happy with the purchase. The color was "perfect," and it arrived three days after I
placed the order. The price was very reasonable. Great service and product. Thank you!
Awesome color match. Great products, fast shipping, will order again. Fast shipping, good
products, matched paint color well, will order again. Very good color match! I have a Mustang
Cobra Mystichrome and was doubtful it could be matched so well, it will look great when
clearcoated. I purchased the touch up pen for my Mustang GT redfire metallic color. The color
matches great and unless you go searching for the touch up spot you would never noticed. I've
purchased paint from the company before for other vehicles and always had good results. Great
match perfect for what we needed to repair! Exceptional product. Perfect match and easy to
use! I highly recommend using this touch up paint, even for large areas. I recently purchased an
04 mustang gt that had some minor damage to the rear bumper cover. I purchased the
basecoat, clear, primer, and adhesion promoter from AutomotiveTouchp, along with tack cloth,
a variety of sandpaper, and prep wipes and spray. I can say that the paint went on effortlessly.
The color match was spot on and would almost be effortless to blend, even for someone
without painting experience. Bottom line, I would highly recommend automotive TouchUp for
any job. My airplane is painted with a Ford Mustang color. I bought touch up paint and a paint
pen. It's a perfect match. Thank you. Found your site luckily after my OEM touch up paint
mystichrome became a rare commodity. Fair price and appears to match even better than the
usual bottles you find in local auto parts stores. The optional microdabbers are a must have for
hard to reach areas and tiny spots. I wish I had ordered more along with a bottle of clear argh! I
would trust Automotive Touchup for future purchases and bypass the "Autozone" generics
from now on! I am pleased - color match is very good. Color match was excellent, except in
areas that had faded to be expected. Blended well after sanding and buffing even in faded areas.
Ease of use and finish quality were as advertised. I would recommend these products to anyone
with touch up problems. I do not recommend a certain off the shelf brand, I have tried them and
they have too many issues to name. Also, the price is so close you are getting a better deal with
Automotive Touch Up. The color I ordered was a perfect match. My mustang looks great! John
Helena, MT. Was blow away with the paint and spray paint. The color matched perfect. I used it
to paint a scale model of my truck. Also bought paint to fix up my car. All the paints came
packed very professionally and included paint sticks and strainers. I have to say. This is the
easiest and fasts way of doing touch up work. I was a little weiry at first, but said oh well.
Defiantly worth the money! You can take my word for it. It blended right in and buffed out like a
pearl!!!!!! Enter your year, make, and model below to find color matched paint:. Choose your
Automotive paint color for your Ford Mustang. Don't see your color listed? Call We probably
have it. Did you choose the wrong vehicle model? Did you choose the wrong model? If you're
still not sure, take a look at our All Ford Models page. Or, just go to our page dedicated to Ford
Touch Up Paint. Wayne R, owner of a Ford Mustang from Dallas, GA Had some minor damage to
my 04 Mustang front bumper, purchased the paint and polyurethane clear coat and the Silver
color match was perfect, after blending into the factory paint there was absolutely no variation
in color. Skip , owner of a Ford Mustang from Piedmont, SD I have used your products for both
touch-up, and complete paint jobs. Jon S, owner of a Ford Mustang from Johnstown, PA I
recently purchased an 04 mustang gt that had some minor damage to the rear bumper cover.
Share your touch up story Silver Metallic. Dark Shadow Gray Metallic. Dynamic Red Metallic.
Sonic Blue Pearl. Oxford White. Merlot Metallic. Azure Blue. Competition Orange. CY, MA.
Colorado Red. D6, MA. Screaming Yellow. G2, MA. Redfire Metallic. G6, MA. Mystichrome
Metallic. MA, Z1. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,

been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The monthly payment is based on the price of
this vehicle assuming it is financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the payment
calculator to determine your lease terms. Unlike other websites and magazines, our ratings are
not based solely on a singular road test, but rather a more encompassing batch of criteria:
quality, safety, comfort, performance, fuel economy, reliability history and value. When
comparing vehicles using our Rating System, it's important to note that the rating earned by
each vehicle correlates only to the models within its class. Only the most exceptional vehicles
achieve this rating. Very good and close to being the best vehicle in its class. Decent, but not
quite the best. Often affordable, but lacking key features found in vehicles of the same class.
Not recommended, and lacking attributes a car buyer would come to expect for the price. Below
are all exterior and interior colors for the Ford Mustang. Colors generally differ by style. We
have partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Ford
Mustang. This is how it works:. We have information you must know before you buy the
Mustang. We want to send it to you, along with other pricing insights. I agree to receive emails
from CarsDirect. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. We will not spam you, and will
never sell your
domestic appliance repair manuals
hyundai genesis coupe cargurus
mazda tribute transmission
email. Privacy Policy. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Ford Mustang Ford
Mustang Colors. Est Monthly Loan. Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a
vehicle. Money Factor Represents the interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to
qualify for the best rates. Get Custom Lease Quote Reset. You can interpret our ratings in the
following way: 5-Star: Outstanding vehicle. Simply does not deserve to be on the road. See
Used Mustang Listings. Buying With CarsDirect We have partnered with trusted dealers in your
area to give you a great price on the new Ford Mustang. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a
tool in your negotiation. The dealer will help you with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in
options. New Car Quick Quote Ford. Please select a model mustang. Get Your Price. Insider
Information We have information you must know before you buy the Mustang. Your Email
Submit. Thank you. You are now subscribed to our Pricing Insider updates.

